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Subject:  
To: <lesliew121@gmail.com> 
Cc:  
 
MTS Caught REDHANDED-Video Reveals Corruption on MTS 's Involvment in Assualt
Fellow American Citizens How can we as Americans as San Diego'ans ever beieve in a Sytem that is so currupt that it whould Blataney Aid and Abbed in the
Execution and or Assistance in a Brutal Physical Attack Against a Learning Disabled Woman.
What does it take to turn the heads of members in ourr Community from having a Draconian nature in the fIrst place let alone be capable of Crimes of this heinous
Nature-
What does it take-What-ya know when this woman was in Dearborn Mi she gave evidence back to them on Numerous occassions for many differennt reasons in
which if the Public New the Circumstances they whouldve seen the Logic in it at that time-For years they duped this woman in beliveing what was happining to her
was a "Ends To Justify a Means-It was later to be found out that all of that was just a Decietful theater to take her to the Places they wanted her to go HUMAN
Traffciking-
This in itself shows the Draconian nature of the Individuals who are steering this Campaighn and the need to cover their Tracks and the places they used to Aid
and Abbed in their Manuvers and Expeditions-How How can we chabnge the nature of Animalistic Crimminals-We cannot-I belive that People who are engaged in
these types of Crimminal Endeavors do not have the Capacity to see thier Own Nature-Just Like a vampire cannot see himself in the Mirror-they cannot see how
sick they are -undertsnad that Crimminality and these types of Social Ills stem from the People that have no Conscious SocioPaths who to them what they are is
Normal-
So in this Real of reality we as a people who want to Protect Purselves our Children Our Community's have to take a Stand and Say look this is Unacceptable-and
the Resposibility of what you have done has to be landed at your Front Door-
MTS Caught REDHANDED-Video Reveals Corruption on MTS 's Involvment in Assualt
 
MTS Had the Adacity of mailing this Woman a Video that was Clearley Altered and Edited-and Compromised as far as it lenght of teh Entire Duration of when She
got on the Bus and when  The Perpetrator did and when the Assault happend and what Happened after the assault-
Their Whole Problem was that they obviousley didnt expect it to be Noticed.
So what was Noticed--The First thing that was Noticed was that the Video shows the Woman and The Perpetrator sitting on the Wrong side of the Bus
The Video was Obviousley sectioned and What was in it was schuffled to make it appear they were sitting on the Opposite side of the Bus-Why this was done will
be stated in the later part of this Post-Ok this was the First thing that was immiedatley Noticed THen this comelled me to look at the Enviroment of the Bus-The
seats the Doors the Mirrors-now Understand this as well the section that shows the Bus Driver Driving is compromised as well Plus their was no Audio on the
Video that was sent in the mail to this Woman-
Now
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Lets examine whats out of place as far as what is reconized so Far the Mirror is Turned around-the One that is Postioned on a Rail wheir the Stepn are for peole
to appraoch the Back of the Bus-Upon reviewing this Fact on this Video anyone  Can Clearley see that the direction they postioned the Mirror ion the ALtered
Video makes no sense for why it whould Normally be positioned in the Direction it is which clearley shows that the Video was sectioned and Rotated/Turned
Around-
The Mirroe is set up to face the Back of the Bus as a result of it being changed which again this Position of the mirror whould clearley defie a reason for iot to be
Positioned this way-\
Secound the Door is on the the Lft side of the Bus-directley next to the Assaliant Yet in the Video the sectioned it to appear on the Right side of the Bus as your
Viewing the Video that is Observing what ios happining at the back of the Bus
In other Words when you get on a Bus it doesnt matter in what direction-the back Door is always on the Left Side of the Bus in the Video the Door is on the Right
side of the Bus-Why because the Video was Spliced to Make it appear that the Woman was sitting on the Right side of the Bus in the back and that the assalialnt
was sitting on the right side -Even though Both were on the Left-so for them to section the Last half of the Bus to make it appear he was on the Right side they
had to also section the same area as the Door and this was their Mistake-On the Video it Clearley Shows that him and the Door and Her are on the Right side and
the People and seats on the Left show no door-in this section of the Video then after the Assualt the switched it and then it clearley shows the Door on the Left--
And the Video Included No Audio-Also the Video Segments that were Provided Clearley shows that all of the Harrassment that took place on the Bus before the
aassualt was to not be mailed to her on the Video they mailed to her-Then-and Also-we can see why they sectioned the schuffle because the asasliant harrassed
the woman using his left hand within M inutes before the attack-so they wanted it to appear that niothing happened from this Guy towards this woman before the
Assault that is why they didnt include none of the Video except 1 to 1 1/2 Minutes before the Assault-they also ommitted her begging the Bud Driver to intervene
Repeadedley-they also Ommitted the fact that he waited until the last minute to call anyone and it clearley shows that the Video Taken of who ever was steering
the Bus was Not Engaging in Hand Signalling at all in which the Woman Witnnessed repeadleey before the attack-
Now also Notice that The Video was sent in the Exe Video File Extension Format-This was done because the Are well aware this Woman Has No Video
Experience they Know this Look this Post TODAY Cannot include How they Know Because What we Clearley Clearley Have to Understand about GangStalking
Expeditions is these People are DIRECTLEY DIRECTLEY Connected to the Police-and it's all over the Internet that their Goal is to Contain the Target because Of
what they Know what they have Witnessed and/or what they had Originally planned for the Target-Blogs that were written even two Days prior to this Incident
dictated that She was Being Harrassed on her Bus Routes-Including by Bus Drivers-Then Miracousley she is assualted by a Assaliant that has harrassed her
Overtely in the Past Why whould she of Discretley Taken a Video of her in the Past if he had'nt of engaged in Any Overt Harrassment Before Why-_see the Whole
Goal in GanGstalking is Crimminal to the Extreme-Its all over the Intrenet their engaged in very nasty stuff-and its all over the Interenet that Bus Drivers have
been identified as being part of GanGStalking Expedition's


